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“8 of 10 CEOs see significant change ahead” 
- 2008 IBM CEO Survey

Change is the new norm

The internet of people is over one 
billion strong.  The internet of 

things is almost one trillion.
By 2010, there will be 30 billion 
RFID tags in circulation

Soon there will be over 
2 billion people on the web

IBM Sequoia Super Computer…
It would take the entire population of the earth, 

about six billion, each of us working a handheld calculator 
at the rate of one second per calculation, more than 

320 years to do what Sequoia can do in one day.

China sends more text messages in 
a week than the U.S. does in 1 year

There are 1 billion 
camera phones in 

use today
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Change is inevitable.   Children grow older, businesses grow or collapse, countries get new leaders, new products are invented.

In today’s business world, change is happening at a faster rate than ever:
Technological – mobile devices are becoming pervasive.  Will your business capitalize on it or be left behind?
Economic – we are in a global economic downturn.  Can your company realize the upside of a downturn?
Business – your competitor is hungry AND sharp.  How will you respond to their latest offering?  Can you respond quickly to beat them?

This page shows several examples of change.  Businesses need to expect change and be poised to use it to their advantage.  Sadly, most businesses are falling behind.  

IDC quote - “Because of the worldwide financial crisis, IDC expects spending on technology by enterprises to grow by just 2.6% next year. IDC has also revised the 2009 US spending growth rate to just 0.9%. Cisco, Nortel, Dell and others have already indicated that they've seen or expect to see IT spending drop.”
– ZDNet UK, November 13, 2008  - “IDC’s Analyst firm cuts IT-spending outlook for 2009”

Cost structure quote - “The message for IT is clear; business needs and expects greater agility from IT. The current approaches to project prioritization, resourcing, agility and governance are clearly not satisfying customer needs. A new approach to IT delivery models and sourcing options is required that allows IT organizations to be more responsive to the needs of the business.”
– Gartner, October 14, 2008, “Changing the Cost Structure of IT Will Become a Business Imperative for Most CIOs”

The problem is not that change is happening.  It’s just that businesses are not keeping pace.  What about your business?

Note that the Roadrunner example is already out of date. A February 2009 article talks about Sequoia and Dawn. Sequoia will be based on future IBM BlueGene technology, exceed 20 petaflops (quadrillion floating operations per second) and will be delivered in 2011 with operational deployment in 2012.  Dawn, an initial delivery system to lay the applications foundation for multi-petaflop computing, will be based on BlueGene/P technology, reach speeds of 500 teraflops (trillion floating operations per second) and is scheduled for operational deployment in early 2009.
•    Sequoia will represent a significant leap forward in compute power.  With top speeds of 20 petaflops Sequoia will be approximately 15 times faster than today’s most powerful supercomputer and offers more processing power than the entire list of Top500 supercomputers running today. That's the equivalent of completing calculations in around eight hours that would take a typical Intel-powered (nasdaq: INTC - news - people ) laptop 20,000 years--or, by IBM's count, the ability to finish in one hour a series of computations that would require the entire population of the planet, armed with pocket calculators, 320 years to complete. 
•    Sequoia will primarily be used to ensure the safety and reliability of the nation’s nuclear weapons stockpile. It will also be used for research into astronomy, energy, human genome science and climate change.
•    Sequoia will be based on future IBM BlueGene technology and use 1.6 million IBM POWER processors and 1.6 perabytes of memory, which are housed in 96 refrigerator sized racks occupying just 3422 square feet The Sequoia system will deploy a state of the art switching infrastructure that will take advantage of advanced fiber optics at all levels.

The article is at http://dailyconnect.in/2009/02/05/ibm-designs-two-new-supercomputer-sequoia-and-dawn/.  Recommend showing chart with Roadrunner, mentioning Sequoia, and pointing out how fast the feeds and speeds go out of date.
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50% of outsourced projects 
are expected to under perform

IT skills shortage reaches 
highest level in 10 years

Ohio election web site 
shut down after being 
hacked

North Carolina 
Jobless Claims 
Crash State's Web Site

Change can be very disruptive

COBOL thwarts 
California's 
“Governator”

All software systems crashed 
due to software bug 
when F-22 flew over 
international dateline

View fashion 
shows and 
collections on 
your iPhone

Mobile phone provider “3” 
launches new handset to 
allow users to make free 

calls via Skype

Malta is building a 
smart grid to link 
the power and 
water systems

Change can be very disruptive an opportunity

“The gap between expected change and the ability 
to manage it has almost tripled since 2006.” 

– 2008 IBM CEO study
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Change can be good.  Companies that leverage new technologies can be extremely successful at changing how the world operates day to day.  How often do you use Google each day? Wikipedia? Ask your kids about Facebook or Myspace.  Could you do without your Blackberry or iPhone? Would you want to?

Most companies are powered by big IT shops.  In many cases, it is the IT infrastructure that cannot keep up with change because it is not flexible.  Instead of being a key enabler of change, IT is often a burden.  Think ball & chain. 
�Companies embrace modernization to address the inflexibility in their existing enterprise systems – their processes, their people, their teams, and their assets.  Any one of them could be a bottleneck and keep your company from beating your competition with “the next new thing”.

This page has numerous examples of failures.  They occur every day and are described in great detail in the print and online media.  

FAA computer failure - http://blogs.zdnet.com/projectfailures/?p=996

California COBOL - http://www.theregister.co.uk/2008/08/14/cobol_california/
�Select Comfort - http://blogs.zdnet.com/projectfailures/?p=1217

UK Transportation Department - http://blogs.zdnet.com/projectfailures/?p=1187

History’s worse software bugs - http://www.wired.com/software/coolapps/news/2005/11/69355

IT Skill shortage - http://www.computing.co.uk/computing/news/2209287/skills-shortage-skyrockets

Ohio election - http://www.reuters.com/article/domesticNews/idUSTRE49K96820081021

NC web site crash - http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/01/06/north-carolina-jobless-cl_n_155786.html

Graying of IT workforce - http://wwww.networkworld.com/columnists/2007/021207musthaler.html?page=2
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Is your IT infrastructure flexible enough?

“The message for IT is clear; business needs and 
expects greater agility from IT. A new approach to 
IT delivery models and sourcing options is 
required that allows IT organizations to be more 
responsive to the needs of the business.”

– Gartner, October 14, 2008, “Changing the Cost 
Structure of IT Will Become a Business Imperative for 
Most CIOs”

IT
Infrastructure
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Continual modernization for your applications, 
people, and your teams is required to build a 

flexible and dynamic IT organization.
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“We don’t understand the effort, risk 
and impact of modernizing our 

legacy software portfolio”

“Our development teams working on 
different platforms are struggling to 

communicate. How do we collaborate in 
the context of our work?”

“Our skills gap just seems to keep 
growing. How do we stay current with all 
the language and technology changes?”

“Our architecture has evolved to be too 
complex and convoluted– we need to 

be flexible and agile.”

People ChallengesApplication Challenges Team Challenges

Key modernization challenges for IT organizations

Skills lock-in
Plethora of new technologies
Unattractive, low productivity tools
Steep learning curve due to 
platform/language-unique tools

Lost application knowledge
Architectural complexity
Poor quality and performance
Regulatory and compliance risks
Higher costs

Poor communication
Incompatible tools & processes 
across platforms
Weak project oversight
Lack of traceability across lifecycle
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Applications is all about how you can be smart in building the applications that run your business.  Several key questions:
What assets do we have and how can we best reuse them. Applications built over decades are still driving core business processes, with original authors long retired or working for your competitor.
How do my assets align with my business processes?  For example, what changes are needed if I outsource my Call Center – what applications are involved?  
How can I build a flexible application architecture which can respond to change?  How can I embrace SOA incrementally?
Quality and performance are a real problem, especially as our architectures and processes get more complex.  What are the best practices for producing good quality, high performance code?
How can I manage regulatory and compliance to reduce risk?  We don’t want a company failure to be on the evening news.
 
People focuses on the employees who build the applications.  We have smart people.  How can we help them deliver their best work?
If we have 200 Java programmers, 300 web developers, and 500 COBOL programmers, we don’t have 1000 general-purpose employees we can respond to any project – we have 1000 programmers who cannot move across the silos of technologies, tools, and processes created by different platforms.
New technology is coming out faster than our employees can keep up.  What are best practices for keeping pace? For leveraging the technology without being an expert in it?
Our green-screen IDEs are repulsive to the young college students we want to hire.  Is there something more modern…. that will also boost the productivity of my existing employees, especially since we’re being asked to do more with less?
Each platform has its own technology, its own tooling, its own infrastructure, and its own processes.  They don’t even talk the same language.  How can we help?

Team is about smart ways for the people to work together to build high quality applications in a timely manner, especially in a globally dispersed world.
Handoffs between teams are poor and are complicated even more when the teams are 12 hours apart.  Scheduling daily meetings between the Ireland, India, China, Silicon Valley, and Boston just doesn’t work --- but that’s where our development teams are.
70% of all web projects include an enterprise back-end system, and yet the tools, languages, and process used by the web and enterprise teams are not only different, but they are not integrated.  Is there something that can help?
Because of non-integrated tools across the platforms, and geographically dispersed teams, we have no single picture of how our multiplatform project is doing.  Can you help?
Sometimes the end product bears no resemblance to the original customer requirements.  How can I trace a requirement from creation, through architecture and design, to code, to functional and system test, and eventual delivery to my customer?
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Enterprise Modernization solutions 
A smarter way to maximize the value of your applications, people and teams

Applications

Teams People

For more information, visit: 
www.ibm.com/rational/modernization

Consolidate team 
infrastructure 

to increase efficiency, 
collaboration, 

and governance across 
software lifecycle

Reduce application 
maintenance costs, increase 
agility to respond to change 
and increase overall quality

Achieve greater business 
agility and productivity 
by leveraging existing 

domain knowledge 
and new talent
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The speaker notes on this page are similar to the previous page.  This is the EM 1-pager so it needs to be able to stand alone, complete with talking points.

This page summarizes Rational’s Enterprise Modernization Overview for 2009.  Businesses need to proactively manage change, instead of struggling to keep up.  Our Enterprise Modernization story focuses on best practices for managing an enterprise’s Applications, People, and Team to achieve the optimal business value in today’s tough economic climate.

Applications is all about how you can be smart in building the applications that run your business.  Several key questions:
What assets do we have and how can we best reuse them. Applications built over decades are still driving core business processes, with the original authors long retired or working for your competitor.
How do my assets align with my business processes?  For example, what changes are needed if I outsource my Call Center? What applications are important when we merge with Company X next quarter?  
How can I build a flexible application architecture which can respond to change?  SOA seems to be the answer, but how can I embrace SOA incrementally?  Can I use what I have now?  How do I start building new services?
Quality and performance are a real problem, especially as our architectures and processes get more complex.  What are the best practices for producing good quality, high performance code?
How can I manage regulatory and compliance to reduce risk?  We don’t want a company failure to be on the evening news.
 
People focuses on the employees who build the applications.  We have smart people.  How can we help them deliver their best work?
If we have 200 Java programmers, 300 web developers, and 500 COBOL programmers, we don’t have 1000 general-purpose employees that can respond to any project – we have 1000 programmers who cannot move across the silos of technologies, tools, and processes created by the different platforms.
New technology is coming out faster than our employees can keep up.  What are best practices for keeping pace and for leveraging the technology without being an expert in it?  We want to build multi-platform applications, but cannot take the time to learn every platform-unique detail.
Our green-screen IDEs are repulsive to the young college students we want to hire.  Is there something more modern…. that will also boost the productivity of my existing employees, especially since we’re being asked to do more with less?
Each platform has its own technology, its own tooling, its own infrastructure, and its own processes.  They don’t even talk the same language.  Can IBM help?

Team is about smart ways for the people to work together to build high quality applications in a timely manner, especially in today’s geographically dispersed world.
Handoffs between teams are poor and they’re complicated even more when the teams are 12 hours apart.  Scheduling daily meetings between the Ireland, India, China, Silicon Valley, and Boston teams just doesn’t work --- but that’s where our development teams are.
70% of all web projects include an enterprise back-end system, and yet the tools, languages, and processes used by the web and enterprise teams are not only different, but they are not integrated.  The terminology isn’t even the same! Is there something that can help?
Because of non-integrated tools across the platforms, and geographically dispersed teams, we have no single picture of how our multiplatform project is doing.  
Sometimes our end product bears no resemblance to the original customer requirements.  How can I trace a requirement from creation, through architecture and design, to code, to functional and system test, and eventual delivery to my customer? 


http://www.ibm.com/rational/modernization
http://www.ibm.com/rational/modernization
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Enterprise Modernization solutions 
A smarter way to maximize the value of your applications, people and teams

Applications

Teams People

For more information, visit: 
www.ibm.com/rational/modernization
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Reduce application 
maintenance costs, increase 
agility to respond to change 
and increase overall quality
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70% of all web projects include an enterprise back-end system, and yet the tools, languages, and processes used by the web and enterprise teams are not only different, but they are not integrated.  The terminology isn’t even the same! Is there something that can help?
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http://www.ibm.com/rational/modernization
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Enterprises want to
Understand the impact and cost of change to their IT systems

But
They have no business intelligence inventory of their application assets, 
relying instead on manual and error-prone processes and incomplete 
knowledge. They must compensate with more extensive planning and 
extra testing.

Applications

Teams People

What is impacted 
if I change this 

COBOL 
copybook…

EJB

COBOL

JSF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pain point – Companies don’t have good control of the software assets that run their business.  They don’t understand what they have so they don’t know where to start modernizing.
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Solution: Business intelligence for applications
Restore lost application knowledge via technical analysis

Applications

Teams People

Metadata 
Repository

What is impacted 
if I change this 

COBOL 
copybook…

EJB

COBOL

JSF

Rational Asset Analyzer
WebSphere Studio Asset AnalyzerDelivering

Reduced risk by quickly determining the full impact of proposed changes 
and lowered costs via dead code elimination, optimal planning, focused 
testing and faster development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example:  A large auto manufacturer modernizing existing systems to offer more higher-margin accessories. The key challenges were how expand existing systems to offer more higher-margin accessories; requires change to field used by >1300 programs and how to identify obsolete code within their automotive systems and begin a “decommissioning” process. The solution included impact analysis with WSAA, coupled with GBS Test Environment Builder to accelerate system verification. 
Customer Quote: “We are very pleased with WSAA. It is doing just what we want and need it to do.” - AD manager


For RAA - RAM Integration.  The clients will:
.Use RAA to understand what they have, and identify artifacts in RAA that they would like to create RAM assets for.
.Create and execute a "control file" that populates/updates RAM assets with information of relevant artifacts from RAA.  Artifacts, attributes, and relationships in RAA can be pushed to RAM.
.In RAM, add other relevant artifacts (designs, documentation, models, etc), and configure a process around governing the RAM assets.
.Use the links populated in RAM to "drill down" to the RAA site for details on artifacts, and run impact analysis at source level.
For RAA Dead code. Clients have to open the source file, and click on the "View dead code" action which highlights dead code in that source file.  There is no high level counts/metrics for this yet.

IBM currently has no asset tool for System I, which is why we reference X-Analysis by Databorough

RAM - Create, modify, govern, find and reuse any type of development assets, including SOA and systems development assets. 

RTW – formerly Asset Transformation Workbench. RTW performs pattern identification, find and extract business rules, assess suitability for reuse in SOA, componentized / restructure mainframe programs.  Improve mainframe developer productivity (ATW Analyzer for Eclipse). RTW can help drive down the cost and help accelerate the transformation, reuse, and maintenance of business-critical enterprise applications on System z.   RTW 3.1, GA 11/07, includes
Powerful grouping capabilities
Enhanced diagramming capabilities
Enhancements to business rule discovery, management, and interactive visualizations
Consolidated impact analysis mode

WSAA - WSAA speeds understanding of applications. Customers can perform impact analysis across the enterprise and find assets for reuse. WSAA helps enterprise customers to modernize their existing enterprise assets by providing knowledge about their static System z and distributed environments. WSAA can help IT customers build and deploy applications that include mainframe and distributed components, and it effectively scales to become an enterprise-wide repository of application insight. Per Rajesh Daswani, there is currently no integration between WSAA and RAM.  There is an item being considered for Q3.

WSRR - WSRR provides clear visibility into service associations and relationships while encouraging reuse of services to avoid duplication and reduce cost.  Mainframe applications and database interactions that are exposed as services can be published to WSRR and accessed by both mainframe and non-mainframe applications without invasive programming at the API level. WSRR helps users achieve more business value from their SOA by enabling better management and governance of their services. 
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Enterprises want to
Have a nimble IT organization that leverages SOA to respond more 
quickly to the needs of the business

But
They have application architectures that were built incrementally over the 
last 20-30 years and are no longer flexible or agile

Applications

Teams People

Outsourced

Supplier

Shared Svc

Division

Customer

E01-EDI

Data Warehouse
(Interfaces to and from the
Data Warehouse are not

displayed on this diagram)

DRAFT    Best Buy - Application Diagram V4   DRAFT
November 10, 1999

G02 - General
Ledger

A05 - AP

S01 - Sales
Corrections

I01  PO
Receiving

I03 Return to
Vendor

I06 Warehouse
Management

Mainframe apps - Blue
PC/NT apps - Green
Unix apps - Yellow
3rd party interface - Orange
Lines:  Colors have no special meaning.
They are to help make the diagram easier to
read.
For More Information:  See the database
containing information about each
application:   Application V4.mdb

S06 - Credit App

P15 EES Employee
Change Notice

OTHER  APPS - PC
AP - Collections/Credit

TM - Credit Card DB

ACCTS REC  APPS - PC
990COR
Bad Debt

Benefical Fees
Beneficial Reconcil

JEAXF
JEBFA
JEBKA
JEDVA
JESOA
JEVSA
JEVSF

NSF
TeleCredit Fees

INVENTORY CONTROL APPS - PC
Code Alarm

Debit Receivings
Devo Sales

Display Inventory
In Home
Junkouts

Merchandise Withdrawl
Promo Credits
RTV Accrual

Shrink
AP Research - Inv Cntrl
AP Research-Addl Rpts

Book to Perpetual Inventory
Close Out Reporting

Computer Intelligence Data
Count Corrections

Cross Ref for VCB Dnlds
Damage Write Off
Debit Receivings

DFI Vendor Database
Display Inventory Reconcil

Display Inventory Reporting

INVENTORY CONTROL APPS - PC
DPI/CPI

IC Batching
Inventory Adj/Count Correct
Inventory Control Reports

Inventory Levels
Inventory Roll

Merchandise Withdrawl
Open Receivings
PI Count Results

PI Time Results from Inv
Price Protection

Sales Flash Reporting
Shrink Reporting

SKU Gross Margin
SKU Shrink Level Detail

USM
VCB Downloads

Journal Entry Tool Kit

Scorecard - HR

L02-Resource
Scheduling
(Campbell)

P09 -  P17
Cyborg

M02 - Millennium

M03 - Millennuim 3.0

Banks - ACH and Pos to
Pay

Cobra

B01 - Stock
Status

S03-Polling

P14 On-line New
Hire Entry

CTS

Plan Administrators
(401K, PCS, Life,

Unicare, Solomon
Smith Barney)

D01 Post Load
Billing

I04 Home
Deliveries

I02 -
Transfers

Arthur Planning

I07 Purchase
Order

I12 Entertainment
Software

I05
Inventory Info

E13
E3 Interface

S04 - Sales Posting

V01-Price Management
System

I10 Cycle Physical
Inventory

I55 SKU
Information

K02
Customer Repair

Tracking I35 Early Warning
System

B02 Merchandise
Analysis

I13- Auto
Replenishment

U18 - CTO

Intercept

I09 Cycle Counts

E02-Employee
Purchase

Texlon 3.5

ACH

Stock Options

I17 Customer Perceived
In-Stock

U16-Texlon

SiteSeer

C02 - Capital
Projects

F06 - Fixed
Assets

US Bank Recon
File

Star Repair

EDI
Coordinator

Mesa Data
NEW Soundscan

NPD Group
AIG Warranty Guard

Resumix

Optika

Store Budget
Reporting

P16 - Tally Sheet

Cash Receipts/Credit

S05 - House
Charges

Ad Expense

L01-Promo
Analysis

V02-Price
Marketing
Support

BMP - Bus
performance Mngt

Store
Scorecard

I11 Price
Testing

Valley Media

P09
Bonus/HR

I15 Hand Scan
Apps

Roadshow

POS

S08 - Vertex
Sales
Tax

A04 - Cust
Refund Chks

Equifax

ICMS Credit

Cellular
Rollover

S09 - Digital
Satellite
System

NPD,
SoundScan

Sterling VAN
Mailbox (Value)

I18
SKU Rep

X92-X96
Host to AS400

Communication

S02 -
Layaways

Washington,
RGIS,

Ntl Bus Systems

V04-Sign
System

I14 Count CorrectionsNARM

P01-
Employee
Masterfile

I06 - Customer
Order

Frick
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UAR - Universal Account
Reconcilliation

Depository
Banks

S07 - Cell
Phones

S11 - ISP
Tracking

AAS

Fringe PO

Cash Over/
Short

L60 MDF
Coop SKU Selection

Tool

SKU
Performance

Supplier
Compliance
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I35 - CEI
ASIS

Misc Accounting/Finance Apps - PC/NT
COBA (Corp office Budget Assistant)
PCBS(Profit Center Budget System)

Merchandising Budget

AIMS
Merch Mngr Approval

Batch Forcasting
Ad Measurement

AIMS Admin

AIMS
ReportingAd

Launcher

V03- Mkt
Reactions

Spec
Source

CTO2.Bestbuy.
com

Rebate
Transfer

Sign
System

CopyWriter's
Workspace

ELT
PowerSuite

Store
Monitor

AIS Calendar

Stores & Mrkts

Due Dates

Smart Plus

Insertions
Orders

Budget
Analysis Tool

Print Costing
Invoice App

AIS Reports

Broadcast
Filter

Smart Plus
Launcher

General
Maintenance

Printer PO

Printer
Maintenance

Vendor
Maintenance

Vendor Setup

Connect 3

Connect 3
Reports

Connect 3
PDF Transfe

Spec Source
SKU Tracking

S20-Sales
Polling

Prodigy

PSP

In-Home
Repair

Warranty
Billing
System

Process Servers
(Imaging)
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E01-EDI

Data Warehouse
(Interfaces to and from the
Data Warehouse are not

displayed on this diagram)

DRAFT    Best Buy - Application Diagram V4   DRAFT
November 10, 1999

G02 - General
Ledger

A05 - AP

S01 - Sales
Corrections

I01  PO
Receiving

I03 Return to
Vendor

I06 Warehouse
Management

Mainframe apps - Blue
PC/NT apps - Green
Unix apps - Yellow
3rd party interface - Orange
Lines:  Colors have no special meaning.
They are to help make the diagram easier to
read.
For More Information:  See the database
containing information about each
application:   Application V4.mdb
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Change Notice
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JEVSA
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INVENTORY CONTROL APPS - PC
Code Alarm

Debit Receivings
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In Home
Junkouts

Merchandise Withdrawl
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AP Research - Inv Cntrl
AP Research-Addl Rpts

Book to Perpetual Inventory
Close Out Reporting

Computer Intelligence Data
Count Corrections

Cross Ref for VCB Dnlds
Damage Write Off
Debit Receivings
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Service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pain point – skills silos lead to staff inflexibility. If you have 500 CICS COBOL programmers and 200 Java J2EE programmers, you don’t really have 700 programmers you can move to any  project.  Most programming technology exposes the underlying middleware.  Programmers need to know both the language and the middleware.  You cannot have efficiency and IT flexibility if people cannot be moved from project to project.

Example of large retailer with high turnover of cashiers – training cost
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Solution: SOA tools for all platforms, languages 
Use powerful tools to quickly begin SOA evolution by leveraging the 
proven assets that have been running the enterprise for years, and then 
accelerate with visual specifications and platform-independent services

Rational Application Developer
Rational Developer for System z
Rational Developer for i for SOA Construction
Rational Business Developer
Host Access Transformation Services

Applications

Teams People

Delivering
5x lower costs through reuse of existing assets, higher productivity and 
platform portability of new services

E01-EDI

Data Warehouse
(Interfaces to and from the

Data Warehouse are not
displayed on this diagram)

DRAFT    Best Buy - Application Diagram V4   DRAFT
November 10, 1999
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They are to help make the diagram easier to
read.
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containing information about each
application:   Application V4.mdb
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Page 1 of 2 EGL, C/C++, COBOL, PL/I, RPG,  
Java applications, stored procedures, SQL

Service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example: KBC bank is a Belgian Bank and Insurance company with 50,000 employees and 12 million clients across Central Europe. KBC bank has made numerous acquisitions, and expects this trend to continue. The bank was striving for cost reduction, synergy and integration. The solution was to increase skills and staff flexibility. The bank decided to standardize on RBDe and RAD to unify application development across all platforms and transaction managers (e.g. WAS, IMS).

Customer Quote: “…we want to avoid the “skill silos”, what we really need is a large group of  general developers who should not worry about target platforms and focus on developing business components, and only a small number of technology specialists, so that we can swiftly allocate general developers to upcoming business needs….EGL is helping us achieve this goal..”   - Lieven.Gouwy  IT Architect, KBC,Redmonk Podcast


RBD - the Eclipse based IDE for Enterprise Generation Language (EGL) which is a rapid development cross-platform programming language that is easier to learn and more productive than traditional 3GL or Java.  EGL provides a more abstract and platform neutral way of creating applications and services , shielding developers from intricacies of middleware and runtimes. This allows for a flexible programming workforce because it does not tie developers to the skills required for one specific platform or language.  It is ideal for customers who have developers with traditional procedural skills but need to deliver new modern web and SOA solutions. RBD 7.1 shipped 3/2008.
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Unlock and Open

Unlock core business 
applications through Web 
services enablement

Developer’s SOA Roadmap for System z and IBM i

Evolve to a Service Oriented Architecture

Build and Extend

Model and Assemble

Dynamically assemble 
services to rapidly respond 
to business opportunities.

Increasing Inventory of Services

Host Access Transformation Services
Rational Developer for z/i
CICS Transaction Gateway

CICS Transaction Server
WebSphere Asset Analyzer

Rational Asset Analyzer

WebSphere Application Server
Rational Application Developer

Rational Developer for z/i
CICS Transaction Server

WebSphere Asset Analyzer
Rational Asset Analyzer

Update and extend 
mission-critical 
applications as services, 
leveraging their core value 
in new ways

Rational Developer for z/i
WebSphere Enterprise Service Bus
WebSphere Integration Developer

WebSphere Process Server
WebSphere Registry and Repository 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SOA Projects can start at any level.  Entry anywhere.
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Enterprises want to
Provide a range of appealing, more intuitive user interfaces to increase 
employee productivity and boost customer satisfaction

But
The cost of replacing or re-writing these applications is prohibitive, and they 
may not have the necessary web and UI technology skills

Applications

Teams People

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pain point – skills silos lead to staff inflexibility. If you have 500 CICS COBOL programmers and 200 Java J2EE programmers, you don’t really have 700 programmers you can move to any  project.  Most programming technology exposes the underlying middleware.  Programmers need to know both the language and the middleware.  You cannot have efficiency and IT flexibility if people cannot be moved from project to project.

Example of large retailer with high turnover of cashiers – training cost
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Solution: UI modernization
Deploy the ideal UI for your application, from quickly creating a 
modern web UI from an existing green screen application to customizing 
a highly interactive, graphical web 2.0 UI 

Host Access Transformation Services
Rational Application Developer
Rational Developer for System z
Rational Business Developer

Applications

Teams People

Delivering
Greater customer satisfaction, lower employee training costs, and 
fewer errors from more modern and compelling UIs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example: KBC bank is a Belgian Bank and Insurance company with 50,000 employees and 12 million clients across Central Europe. KBC bank has made numerous acquisitions, and expects this trend to continue. The bank was striving for cost reduction, synergy and integration. The solution was to increase skills and staff flexibility. The bank decided to standardize on RBDe and RAD to unify application development across all platforms and transaction managers (e.g. WAS, IMS).

Customer Quote: “…we want to avoid the “skill silos”, what we really need is a large group of  general developers who should not worry about target platforms and focus on developing business components, and only a small number of technology specialists, so that we can swiftly allocate general developers to upcoming business needs….EGL is helping us achieve this goal..”   - Lieven.Gouwy  IT Architect, KBC,Redmonk Podcast


RBD - the Eclipse based IDE for Enterprise Generation Language (EGL) which is a rapid development cross-platform programming language that is easier to learn and more productive than traditional 3GL or Java.  EGL provides a more abstract and platform neutral way of creating applications and services , shielding developers from intricacies of middleware and runtimes. This allows for a flexible programming workforce because it does not tie developers to the skills required for one specific platform or language.  It is ideal for customers who have developers with traditional procedural skills but need to deliver new modern web and SOA solutions. RBD 7.1 shipped 3/2008.
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Host Access Transformation Services (HATS)
What can you do with HATS?

Quickly and easily create Web, portal or rich client 
applications

Provide easy-to-use GUI for your green-screen 
applications
Low skills requirement
Highly customizable
Iterative development process
Transformation “on the fly”

Extend terminal application tasks as Web services

Benefits
Extend host application to new users
Improve the navigation of your host application
Reuse your existing assets in a Service Oriented 
Architecture
Avoid rewriting applications (no impact to code)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is HATS?   HATS is a rules-based Web-to-host Transformation engine that provides customized access to one or more host applications, dynamically creating a new GUI interface, while significantly improving the navigation and productivity of host applications.

HATS utilizes a rules-based transformation engine to transform selected areas of the green screen into a variety of presentation styles such as hot links, drop down boxes, radio buttons, etc. This allows you to extend your existing green screen applications to your new users within hours of loading the software when using the templates provided.  Or you can create from simple to highly customized applications through increasing levels of customization.

These applications can also be transformed into Web Services using the wizards in the HATS Toolkit, which is a plug-in to the IBM Rational Software Delivery Platform.  

HATS also has tight links to the WebSphere Portal Server, taking advantage of the Portal Server’s credentials vault for Single Sign-On support, and also delivering Click-to-action support so that existing applications can be integrated at the glass with other portlets and trigger actions in those portlets based on the information from the host application.
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Enterprise Modernization solutions 
A smarter way to maximize the value of your applications, people and teams

Applications

Teams People

For more information, visit: 
www.ibm.com/rational/modernization

16

Achieve greater business 
agility and productivity 
by leveraging existing 

domain knowledge 
and new talent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The speaker notes on this page are similar to the previous page.  This is the EM 1-pager so it needs to be able to stand alone, complete with talking points.

This page summarizes Rational’s Enterprise Modernization Overview for 2009.  Businesses need to proactively manage change, instead of struggling to keep up.  Our Enterprise Modernization story focuses on best practices for managing an enterprise’s Applications, People, and Team to achieve the optimal business value in today’s tough economic climate.

Applications is all about how you can be smart in building the applications that run your business.  Several key questions:
What assets do we have and how can we best reuse them. Applications built over decades are still driving core business processes, with the original authors long retired or working for your competitor.
How do my assets align with my business processes?  For example, what changes are needed if I outsource my Call Center? What applications are important when we merge with Company X next quarter?  
How can I build a flexible application architecture which can respond to change?  SOA seems to be the answer, but how can I embrace SOA incrementally?  Can I use what I have now?  How do I start building new services?
Quality and performance are a real problem, especially as our architectures and processes get more complex.  What are the best practices for producing good quality, high performance code?
How can I manage regulatory and compliance to reduce risk?  We don’t want a company failure to be on the evening news.
 
People focuses on the employees who build the applications.  We have smart people.  How can we help them deliver their best work?
If we have 200 Java programmers, 300 web developers, and 500 COBOL programmers, we don’t have 1000 general-purpose employees that can respond to any project – we have 1000 programmers who cannot move across the silos of technologies, tools, and processes created by the different platforms.
New technology is coming out faster than our employees can keep up.  What are best practices for keeping pace and for leveraging the technology without being an expert in it?  We want to build multi-platform applications, but cannot take the time to learn every platform-unique detail.
Our green-screen IDEs are repulsive to the young college students we want to hire.  Is there something more modern…. that will also boost the productivity of my existing employees, especially since we’re being asked to do more with less?
Each platform has its own technology, its own tooling, its own infrastructure, and its own processes.  They don’t even talk the same language.  Can IBM help?

Team is about smart ways for the people to work together to build high quality applications in a timely manner, especially in today’s geographically dispersed world.
Handoffs between teams are poor and they’re complicated even more when the teams are 12 hours apart.  Scheduling daily meetings between the Ireland, India, China, Silicon Valley, and Boston teams just doesn’t work --- but that’s where our development teams are.
70% of all web projects include an enterprise back-end system, and yet the tools, languages, and processes used by the web and enterprise teams are not only different, but they are not integrated.  The terminology isn’t even the same! Is there something that can help?
Because of non-integrated tools across the platforms, and geographically dispersed teams, we have no single picture of how our multiplatform project is doing.  
Sometimes our end product bears no resemblance to the original customer requirements.  How can I trace a requirement from creation, through architecture and design, to code, to functional and system test, and eventual delivery to my customer? 


http://www.ibm.com/rational/modernization
http://www.ibm.com/rational/modernization
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Enterprises want to
Increase productivity of their “backend” development staff, as well as 
attract new employees to this work

But
They have antiquated development tools which deliver low productivity 
and are repulsive to younger staff

Applications

Teams People

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pain point – nobody wants to work on a green screen IDE anymore so you cannot entice today’s college grads to come work for you.  Plus programmers can accomplish more with Eclipse-based IDEs that were built for productivity.
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Solution: Modern IDEs for all platforms 
and languages

Upgrade to modern Eclipse-based tools to develop and maintain 
enterprise applications spanning multiple platforms and languages

Rational Developer for System z
Rational Developer for IBM i
Rational Business Developer 

¹ Aggregation of results from a productivity study conducted by IBM System z customers.

Applications

Teams People

Delivering
50%-80%¹ reduction in host CPU usage with workstation syntax checking,
~15% improvement in developer productivity¹, and tools with which to 
attract new talent 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example: German Bank providing financial services to private companies and small/medium businesses across Europe. Leading provider of online banking services. They faced a challenge of how to upgrade teller workstations and ensure they continue to work with existing third-party customer COBOL runtime environment. Commerzbank deployed Rational Developer for System z (previously known as WDz) to improve change cycles. Create new application framework based on IBM COBOL standard WDz to design new COBOL/other code.

Customer Quote: “In one tool, we have a single development environment for multiple environments. I don’t have to jump between different tools to do different tasks. The tool is very complete.” — Armin Schiller, Transaction Banking Payments and Cash Transactions, Commerzbank AG

RBD - the Eclipse based IDE for Enterprise Generation Language (EGL) which is a rapid development cross-platform programming language that is easier to learn and more productive than traditional 3GL or Java.  EGL provides a more abstract and platform neutral way of creating applications and services , shielding developers from intricacies of middleware and runtimes. This allows for a flexible programming workforce because it does not tie developers to the skills required for one specific platform or language.  It is ideal for customers who have developers with traditional procedural skills but need to deliver new modern web and SOA solutions. RBD 7.1 shipped 3/2008.

RDz - a common workbench and an integrated set of tools that support end-to-end, model-based application development, runtime testing, and rapid deployment of on demand applications. RDz offers an IDE with advanced, easy-to-use tools and features to help WebSphere, CICS, and IMS developers rapidly design, code, and deploy complex applications. RDz supports COBOL, PL/I, and Java development. 

RAD - permits programmers to quickly design, develop, analyze, test, profile and deploy web, web services, Java, J2EE and Portal applications with a comprehensive IDE. RAD is powered by the Eclipse open source platform so developers can adapt and extend their development environment to match their needs and to increase productivity. When used with the IBM Software Development Platform, developers can access a broad range of requirements and change management functions directly from RAD. 
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Modern IDEs for System z and IBM i

Rational Developer for z
Rational Developer for i

Eclipse-based modern IDE to modernize and maintain complex 
applications
Support for native languages (COBOL, RPG, PL/1, ASM)
Compile, edit, debug, and test from workstation, offloading host
MIPS
High value SOA functions to speed application modernization and 
maintenance
Common IDE for building multi-platform, multi-tier applications
Integration with Rational lifecycle tools

Applications

Teams People

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RBD - the Eclipse based IDE for Enterprise Generation Language (EGL) which is a rapid development cross-platform programming language that is easier to learn and more productive than traditional 3GL or Java.  EGL provides a more abstract and platform neutral way of creating applications and services , shielding developers from intricacies of middleware and runtimes. This allows for a flexible programming workforce because it does not tie developers to the skills required for one specific platform or language.  It is ideal for customers who have developers with traditional procedural skills but need to deliver new modern web and SOA solutions. RBD 7.1 shipped 3/2008.

RDz - a common workbench and an integrated set of tools that support end-to-end, model-based application development, runtime testing, and rapid deployment of on demand applications. RDz offers an IDE with advanced, easy-to-use tools and features to help WebSphere, CICS, and IMS developers rapidly design, code, and deploy complex applications. RDz supports COBOL, PL/I, and Java development. 

RAD - permits programmers to quickly design, develop, analyze, test, profile and deploy web, web services, Java, J2EE and Portal applications with a comprehensive IDE. RAD is powered by the Eclipse open source platform so developers can adapt and extend their development environment to match their needs and to increase productivity. When used with the IBM Software Development Platform, developers can access a broad range of requirements and change management functions directly from RAD. 
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Enterprises want to
Build modern, multi-platform applications with existing and new staff

But
They have different teams of developers for each platform, and re-training 
them to all the new technologies would be costly, time consuming, and 
often impractical

Applications

Teams People

Credit 
Rating 

Service

Java, 
.Net

Existing
Business
Logic PL/I, 

COBOL,
HLASM

Customer 
Service

PL/I
COBOL, 

RPG

SQL
VSAM, 

DL/I

custSearch

Discount
Service

JSF Java

Java

SQL
JavaScript

XML, 
WSDL,

JAX RPC,
MQ, J2C

WAS
IMS 

CICS

Credit 
Ratin 

g 
Servi 

ce

Java, 
.Net

Existin 
g
Busine 
ss
Logic

Custom 
er 

ServicePL/I
COBOL, 

RPG

SQL
VSAM, 

DL/I

custSearch

Discount
Service

JSF Java

Java

SQL
JavaScript

XML, 
WSDL,

JAX RPC,
MQ, J2C

WAS
IMS 

CICS

Credit 
Rating 

Service

Java, 
.Net

Existing
Business
Logic

Customer 
Service

PIM

custSearch

Discount
Service

JSF PIM

PIM

SQL
JavaScript

PIM

No exposure of 
communication 

technology

PIM = Platform Independent Model

PL/I, 
COBOL
HLSAM

No exposure of 
middleware

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pain point – nobody wants to work on a green screen IDE anymore so you cannot entice today’s college grads to come work for you.  Plus programmers can accomplish more with Eclipse-based IDEs that were built for productivity.
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Solution: EGL – next gen business language
Build new or extend existing multi-platform enterprise applications 
leveraging EGL with its middleware abstractions and high productivity 
language and development environment 

Rational Business Developer
Rational Developer for 

System z with EGL
Rational Developer for i 

for SOA Construction

Applications

Teams People

Delivering
Skills flexibility, high productivity and platform portability for existing and 
new developers when building all types of modern enterprise applications

Credit 
Rating 

Service

Java, 
.Net

Existing
Business
Logic

PL/I, 
COBOL,
HLASM

Customer 
Service

EGL

custSearch

Discount
Service

JSF EGL

EGL

SQL
JavaScript

EGL

JSF Page & 
EGL Handler

EGL Service

EGL Service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example: German Bank providing financial services to private companies and small/medium businesses across Europe. Leading provider of online banking services. They faced a challenge of how to upgrade teller workstations and ensure they continue to work with existing third-party customer COBOL runtime environment. Commerzbank deployed Rational Developer for System z (previously known as WDz) to improve change cycles. Create new application framework based on IBM COBOL standard WDz to design new COBOL/other code.

Customer Quote: “In one tool, we have a single development environment for multiple environments. I don’t have to jump between different tools to do different tasks. The tool is very complete.” — Armin Schiller, Transaction Banking Payments and Cash Transactions, Commerzbank AG

RBD - the Eclipse based IDE for Enterprise Generation Language (EGL) which is a rapid development cross-platform programming language that is easier to learn and more productive than traditional 3GL or Java.  EGL provides a more abstract and platform neutral way of creating applications and services , shielding developers from intricacies of middleware and runtimes. This allows for a flexible programming workforce because it does not tie developers to the skills required for one specific platform or language.  It is ideal for customers who have developers with traditional procedural skills but need to deliver new modern web and SOA solutions. RBD 7.1 shipped 3/2008.

RDz - a common workbench and an integrated set of tools that support end-to-end, model-based application development, runtime testing, and rapid deployment of on demand applications. RDz offers an IDE with advanced, easy-to-use tools and features to help WebSphere, CICS, and IMS developers rapidly design, code, and deploy complex applications. RDz supports COBOL, PL/I, and Java development. 

RAD - permits programmers to quickly design, develop, analyze, test, profile and deploy web, web services, Java, J2EE and Portal applications with a comprehensive IDE. RAD is powered by the Eclipse open source platform so developers can adapt and extend their development environment to match their needs and to increase productivity. When used with the IBM Software Development Platform, developers can access a broad range of requirements and change management functions directly from RAD. 
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Enterprises want to
Reduce tool support costs and move to modern platforms, 
languages, and tools for their multi-platform application development

But
They are stuck on poorly supported, expensive, legacy development 
platforms

Applications

Teams People

COBOLHPS/AppBuilder

**
RPG

Ideal/Datacom

Enterprise

COBOL

EGL

Green ScreensGreen Screens

Testing, Remediation, 
DeploymentConversion Tooling

z – CICS

z – IMS 

z – Linux *

z – Batch

z – WAS *

Z - VSE

i – WAS

i – Native

HP-UX

Solaris

Linux

AIX

Windows

* Eligible to run on 
IFL and zAAP

COBOLHPS/AppBuilder

****
RPG

Ideal/Datacom

EnterpriseEnterprise

COBOL

EGL

Green ScreensGreen Screens

Testing, Remediation, 
DeploymentConversion Tooling

z – CICS

z – IMS 

z – Linux *

z – Batch

z – WAS *

Z - VSE

i – WAS

i – Native

HP-UX

Solaris

Linux

AIX

Windows

* Eligible to run on 
IFL and zAAP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pain point – nobody wants to work on a green screen IDE anymore so you cannot entice today’s college grads to come work for you.  Plus programmers can accomplish more with Eclipse-based IDEs that were built for productivity.
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Solution: Application transformation tools 
and services

Rational Migration Extension for Natural
Rational Migration Extension for IBM i

Applications

Teams People

COBOLHPS/AppBuilder

**
RPG

Ideal/Datacom

Enterprise

COBOL

EGL

Green ScreensGreen Screens

Testing, Remediation, 
DeploymentConversion Tooling

z – CICS

z – IMS 

z – Linux *
z – Batch

z – WAS *

Z - VSE

i – WAS

i – Native

HP-UX
Solaris

Linux

AIX

Windows

* Eligible to run on 
IFL and zAAP

COBOLHPS/AppBuilder

****
RPG

Ideal/Datacom

EnterpriseEnterprise

COBOL

EGL

Green ScreensGreen Screens

Testing, Remediation, 
DeploymentConversion Tooling

z – CICS

z – IMS 

z – Linux *
z – Batch

z – WAS *

Z - VSE

i – WAS

i – Native

HP-UX
Solaris

Linux

AIX

Windows

* Eligible to run on 
IFL and zAAP

Delivering
Greatly reduced development platform support costs, and more flexible, 
integrated SDLC environment for making future application enhancements 
(eg. SOA and web 2.0) 

Migrate from old, stagnant languages to modern development 
platforms, languages and tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example: German Bank providing financial services to private companies and small/medium businesses across Europe. Leading provider of online banking services. They faced a challenge of how to upgrade teller workstations and ensure they continue to work with existing third-party customer COBOL runtime environment. Commerzbank deployed Rational Developer for System z (previously known as WDz) to improve change cycles. Create new application framework based on IBM COBOL standard WDz to design new COBOL/other code.

Customer Quote: “In one tool, we have a single development environment for multiple environments. I don’t have to jump between different tools to do different tasks. The tool is very complete.” — Armin Schiller, Transaction Banking Payments and Cash Transactions, Commerzbank AG

RBD - the Eclipse based IDE for Enterprise Generation Language (EGL) which is a rapid development cross-platform programming language that is easier to learn and more productive than traditional 3GL or Java.  EGL provides a more abstract and platform neutral way of creating applications and services , shielding developers from intricacies of middleware and runtimes. This allows for a flexible programming workforce because it does not tie developers to the skills required for one specific platform or language.  It is ideal for customers who have developers with traditional procedural skills but need to deliver new modern web and SOA solutions. RBD 7.1 shipped 3/2008.

RDz - a common workbench and an integrated set of tools that support end-to-end, model-based application development, runtime testing, and rapid deployment of on demand applications. RDz offers an IDE with advanced, easy-to-use tools and features to help WebSphere, CICS, and IMS developers rapidly design, code, and deploy complex applications. RDz supports COBOL, PL/I, and Java development. 

RAD - permits programmers to quickly design, develop, analyze, test, profile and deploy web, web services, Java, J2EE and Portal applications with a comprehensive IDE. RAD is powered by the Eclipse open source platform so developers can adapt and extend their development environment to match their needs and to increase productivity. When used with the IBM Software Development Platform, developers can access a broad range of requirements and change management functions directly from RAD. 
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Enterprise Modernization solutions 
A smarter way to maximize the value of your applications, people and teams

Applications

Teams People

For more information, visit: 
www.ibm.com/rational/modernization

24

Consolidate team 
infrastructure 

to increase efficiency, 
collaboration, 

and governance across 
software lifecycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The speaker notes on this page are similar to the previous page.  This is the EM 1-pager so it needs to be able to stand alone, complete with talking points.

This page summarizes Rational’s Enterprise Modernization Overview for 2009.  Businesses need to proactively manage change, instead of struggling to keep up.  Our Enterprise Modernization story focuses on best practices for managing an enterprise’s Applications, People, and Team to achieve the optimal business value in today’s tough economic climate.

Applications is all about how you can be smart in building the applications that run your business.  Several key questions:
What assets do we have and how can we best reuse them. Applications built over decades are still driving core business processes, with the original authors long retired or working for your competitor.
How do my assets align with my business processes?  For example, what changes are needed if I outsource my Call Center? What applications are important when we merge with Company X next quarter?  
How can I build a flexible application architecture which can respond to change?  SOA seems to be the answer, but how can I embrace SOA incrementally?  Can I use what I have now?  How do I start building new services?
Quality and performance are a real problem, especially as our architectures and processes get more complex.  What are the best practices for producing good quality, high performance code?
How can I manage regulatory and compliance to reduce risk?  We don’t want a company failure to be on the evening news.
 
People focuses on the employees who build the applications.  We have smart people.  How can we help them deliver their best work?
If we have 200 Java programmers, 300 web developers, and 500 COBOL programmers, we don’t have 1000 general-purpose employees that can respond to any project – we have 1000 programmers who cannot move across the silos of technologies, tools, and processes created by the different platforms.
New technology is coming out faster than our employees can keep up.  What are best practices for keeping pace and for leveraging the technology without being an expert in it?  We want to build multi-platform applications, but cannot take the time to learn every platform-unique detail.
Our green-screen IDEs are repulsive to the young college students we want to hire.  Is there something more modern…. that will also boost the productivity of my existing employees, especially since we’re being asked to do more with less?
Each platform has its own technology, its own tooling, its own infrastructure, and its own processes.  They don’t even talk the same language.  Can IBM help?

Team is about smart ways for the people to work together to build high quality applications in a timely manner, especially in today’s geographically dispersed world.
Handoffs between teams are poor and they’re complicated even more when the teams are 12 hours apart.  Scheduling daily meetings between the Ireland, India, China, Silicon Valley, and Boston teams just doesn’t work --- but that’s where our development teams are.
70% of all web projects include an enterprise back-end system, and yet the tools, languages, and processes used by the web and enterprise teams are not only different, but they are not integrated.  The terminology isn’t even the same! Is there something that can help?
Because of non-integrated tools across the platforms, and geographically dispersed teams, we have no single picture of how our multiplatform project is doing.  
Sometimes our end product bears no resemblance to the original customer requirements.  How can I trace a requirement from creation, through architecture and design, to code, to functional and system test, and eventual delivery to my customer? 


http://www.ibm.com/rational/modernization
http://www.ibm.com/rational/modernization
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Enterprises want to
Enable agile, multi-platform and cross-geo collaboration 
and governance

But
They have “islands” of development, each with different tools, 
processes and team infrastructure, and they do not support real-time 
collaboration or integrated, comprehensive oversight

Applications

Teams People

Mainframe
Outsourced

C/C++
In-house Offshore

.Net
Web Front End

J2EE
In-house
(WW HQ)SI Custom

App Dev

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pain point – The distributed team uses one set of tools, processes, and infrastructure, while the back-end team uses something different.  Both teams must work together to build a composite app, even though the two groups don’t speak the same language.
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Solution: Modern team infrastructure
Deploy new team infrastructure that supports collaboration in 
context across all platforms and geographies, real-time, automated 
monitoring of project health, and built-in development workflows

Rational Team Concert for System z
Rational Team Concert for i
Rational Team Concert 

Applications

Teams People

Delivering
Improved communication, higher quality, informed decision-making, 
and more automated, transparent and predictable software development

JAZZ TEAM SERVER

Rational Team Concert

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example: Generali is the third largest European insurance provider with worldwide operations and clients. The business was facing spiraling maintenance and resource costs that constrained the development organization and decided to move to a standardized solution to improve developer productivity and flexibility for delivering software solutions. Customer deployed highly automated cross-platform solution using ClearCase to manage and support the software lifecycle for COBOL and Java development, from start to finish.

ClearQuest - automates and enforces development processes for better insight, predictability and control of the software lifecycle. Process automation delivers repeatable, enforceable, predictable processes. Workflows are provided out-of-the-box to jumpstart user implementation and can be easily customized to meet specific needs. Defect and change tracking manages issues throughout the project lifecycle.  

ClearCase - provides management and control of software development assets.  Sophisticated version control, automated workspace management, parallel development support, baseline management, and build and release management provide the capabilities needed to create, update, build, deliver, reuse and maintain business-critical assets. Integration with design, development, build, test and deployment tools provides a comprehensive solution for controlled access to software assets across the full lifecycle. 

BuildForge - Provides reliable, high-performance builds and streamlines software delivery throughout the development lifecycle. Improves product quality, speeds development cycles and increases staff productivity by providing an adaptive framework to help development teams standardize and automate repetitive tasks, manage compliance mandates, and share information. 

ClearCase 7.0.1 (6/2007), 7.0.1.1 (12/2007)
z/OS Build Enhancements
RDz integration
Performance Improvements
ClearQuest 7.0.1 – GA 6/2007
Web client improvements
TestManager enhancements
BuildForge 7.0.2 – GA 10/2007
Globalization
Express offering

Client Integrations: Eclipse, Visual Studio, Lotus Quickr, Microsoft Sharepoint

Server Integrations: Existing Rational offerings, Business partner offerings, Open source offerings 
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SDP29

A platform for the business process of software delivery 
Aligning with evolving business priorities and stakeholder constituencies

Drive organizational 
consensus on 

priorities and improve 
workforce productivity

Collaborate
Continuously improve 
by measuring progress 

against desired 
business outcomes

Report
Lower costs and improve 

quality by automating 
workflows based on          
real-time information

Automate
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SDP29

Team advisor for defining / refining “rules”
and enabling continuous improvement
Process enactment and enforcement
In-context collaboration shows team members 
and status of their work

Single structure for project related artifacts
World-class team on-boarding / offboarding
including team membership, sub-teams and 
project inheritance
Role-based operational control for flexible 
definition of process and capabilities

Jazz Team Server

Integrated stream management 
with flow relationships
Component level baselines
Server-based sandboxes
Identifies component in streams 
and available baselines
ClearCase connector

SCM Work Items
Defects, enhancements 
and conversations
Query results view and share 
queries with team or member
Support for approvals and 
discussions
ClearQuest connector
Query editor interface

Work item and change 
set traceability
Local or remote build servers
Supports ant and command 
line tools
Integration with build forge
Build definitions for team 
and private builds

Build

Iteration Planning
Integrated iteration planning and execution

Task estimation linked to key milestones

Out of the box agile process templates

Project Transparency
Customizable web based dashboards

Real time metrics and reports

Project milestone tracking and status

Rational Team Concert Features
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SDP29

RTC for System z and IBM i

Consolidate distributed, z/OS, and IBM i development
teams on a common software platform to improve
collaboration, project efficiencies, and to reduce overall
development costs for cross-platform projects
Provide project planning and process governance
supporting Agile development for Java, distributed, IBM i, or 
z/OS development projects
Improve quality of service and server uptime by leveraging 
System z hardware and middleware
Integrate with existing System z or IBM idisaster recovery
solutions
Support server consolidation onto Linux on System z
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Difficult times present opportunities to 
companies that can adapt quickly

IT frequently inhibits flexibility due to fragile 
and poorly understood applications, limited 
staff productivity, poor collaboration and 
traceability across teams 

Rational Enterprise Modernization solutions 
deliver flexibility by:

Improving how you build, maintain, and manage 
your Applications
Helping your People be more productive
Consolidating Teams across locations, roles, and 
platforms

Rational Enterprise Modernization Solutions 
Lowering the cost of multi-platform application development and delivery

Now, can we do this for less cost, better quality, 
and with more predictability?

30

Applications

Teams People

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Major points:
Enterprise Modernization Solutions are based on the IBM Rational Software Delivery Platform. 
You can start at any phase of the modernization lifecycle
You can start with the Application focus areas and implement solutions to help with Application understanding, requirements, architecture and quality. 
You can start with the People focus areas and implement solutions to help with skills and productivity of your IT staff
Or you may choose to start with Team focus area and implement solutions to help with Software configuration, change and release and overall project management.

Speaker notes
IBM RSDP offerings consists of an array of products, services, and best practices. This open, modular, and proven solution spans the entire software and systems delivery lifecycle:
IBM RSDP comprises products in five lifecycle categories and provides the basis for a set of targeted solutions such as Enterprise Modernization
Project and Portfolio Management help align business goals, best practices, and projects for improved productivity and predictability.
Requirements Management help you define and manage requirements, and provide traceability and alignment with business processes. 
Architecture Management helps you model, design, and rapidly build resilient architectures for SOAs, systems, and applications. 
Quality Management helps you ensure software functionality, reliability, and performance throughout development and production. 
Change and Release Management help you Improve software delivery and lifecycle traceability, from requirements through deployment. 

Next we will look at some of ways in which IBM can help you get started
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Enterprise Modernization – harness the same power and flexibility for all 
types of applications, no matter what platform they are deployed on

IT Business Transformation – align your IT infrastructure with your business
strategy and vision to innovate new business strategies and meet long term 
objectives 

Complex/Embedded Systems – deliver innovative software for your products, 
while integrating across mechanical, electronic, and software domains

Rational solutions can help in 3 domains

Mfg 
Systems

Supply 
Chain 

Customer 
Support

LogisticsMfg 
Systems

Supply 
Chain 

Customer 
Support

Logistics

IT Business 
Transformation

Complex / 
Embedded 
Systems

Enterprise 
Modernization
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A unified platform and orchestrated workflow can 
dramatically improve the process of software delivery

Business 
Planning 

& Alignment

Product 
& Project 

Management
Design and 

Development
Collaborative 

Lifecycle 
Management

TesterArchitectAnalyst Developer

BUSINESS DOMAIN DEVELOPMENT DOMAIN

Business 
Executive

Product/ 
Project 

Manager

Compliance 
& Security

Controller

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Higher quality software
More thoroughly tested requirements, even as requirements change
Loose coupling between the requirements and test cases reduces reliance on human communication to maintain the interlock
Software that better meets requirements
Greater visibility of requirements detail by developers and architects
Linkage created between requirements and the work items exposes more information immediately to business analysts, developers, architects
Shorter time to delivery
Data association between testing and development
Association created between test cases and defects enable improved, timely identification, resolution, and verification of defects

Some Benefits of the platform
Coordinate analysts, developers �and testers
Collaborate in context and track status  
Align teams on project plans
Which requirements are in the development plan?
Track builds and the impact of defects
What build is ready for test? 
What defects are blocking test from proceeding?
Track status with C/ALM dashboard mashups 
Transparency across teams and artifacts
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RDz V.Next
Support reuse of CICS v4.1 applications as services (tech preview)

https://www14.software.ibm.com/iwm/web/cc/earlyprograms/ibm/cicsts41open/

Integration with CA Endevor® SCM (tech preview)
http://www- 

01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?rs=3365&context=SSQ2R2&context=SS9KR6&context=SS2JX4&context=SS 
2QJ2&context=SSSTY3&context=SSDV2W&dc=D400&uid=swg24022860&loc=en_US&cs=utf-8&lang=en

RTCz - extend the z/OS platform to support multiplatform software development and delivery on 
z/OS, Windows, and Linux, integration with RDz (tech preview)

https://jazz.net/downloads/rational-team-concert/

Tech preview for new C/C++ and COBOL IDEs for POWER on alphaWorks
http://alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/cremoteide

RTCz open beta – try out the latest features for z/OS development

https://www-304.ibm.com/software/earlyprograms/surveys/cust/nomination.wss?id=875

Improve your skills - preview version of online course to learn COBOL with RDz, at the COBOL Café
http://www-949.ibm.com/software/rational/cafe/docs/DOC-3129

Free version of EGL, with Java & Web 2.0 support, available soon on the EGL Café
http://www-949.ibm.com/software/rational/cafe/community/egl
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The capabilities, the platform and the best practices can be customized to integrate into a process based on client needs

Jazz is…
A scalable, extensible team collaboration platform
A community at Jazz.net where you can see Jazz-based products being built
Our vision of the future of systems and software delivery, supporting globally distributed teams
An integration architecture enabling mashups and non-jazz based products to participate
An evolution of our portfolio which will evolve to leverage Jazz technology over time



https://www14.software.ibm.com/iwm/web/cc/earlyprograms/ibm/cicsts41open/
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?rs=3365&context=SSQ2R2&context=SS9KR6&context=SS2JX4&context=SS2QJ2&context=SSSTY3&context=SSDV2W&dc=D400&uid=swg24022860&loc=en_US&cs=utf-8&lang=en
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?rs=3365&context=SSQ2R2&context=SS9KR6&context=SS2JX4&context=SS2QJ2&context=SSSTY3&context=SSDV2W&dc=D400&uid=swg24022860&loc=en_US&cs=utf-8&lang=en
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?rs=3365&context=SSQ2R2&context=SS9KR6&context=SS2JX4&context=SS2QJ2&context=SSSTY3&context=SSDV2W&dc=D400&uid=swg24022860&loc=en_US&cs=utf-8&lang=en
https://jazz.net/downloads/rational-team-concert/
http://alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/cremoteide
https://www-304.ibm.com/software/earlyprograms/surveys/cust/nomination.wss?id=875
http://www-949.ibm.com/software/rational/cafe/docs/DOC-3129
http://www-949.ibm.com/software/rational/cafe/community/egl
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Articulate 
Business 

Objectives

Executive Services
Schedule an Enterprise Modernization Executive 
Planning Session to define modernization strategies

Application Modernization Services
Application Assessments to:

Develop Modernization roadmaps to resolve 
specific business issues
Improve Application Quality & Performance
Identify opportunities for business software 
delivery improvements

People and Team Modernization Services
Provide Implementation Services for Rational 
Enterprise Modernization tools
Provide SCM migration assistance
SDLC Assessments to:

Improve Software Delivery performance
Implement Software Delivery Metrics 
to more effectively manage the software 
development environment

Leverage IBM Services to get started today

Select 
Practices

IBM IT 
Governance 

Approach

Rational Professional 
Services

Measure Practice 
Adoption and 

Business Outcome
Implement / 

Enact Practices
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Presentation Notes
IBM Rational EM Services

Executive Services:
  Clients can take advantage of experienced senior Rational resources to assist them with determining appropriate modernization options for the resolution of specific business issues or planning proper implementation of modernization strategies.  Our resources understand the full capabilities and limitations of our technologies and can provide planning assistance to minimize costs and risks or provide IBM’s opinion regarding appropriate modernization strategy.

Application Modernization Services:
Application software modernization projects are typically the result of business pain caused by antiquated technologies and software architectural design patterns.  Our senior resources can provide clients with appropriate strategy alternatives designed to be delivered in a phased incremental manner to better manage and risk and costs.  We can also leverage our technologies to identify performance and potential quality problems.  

Combined with IBM’s GBS organization we can tackle even large scale enterprise application portfolio rationalization initiatives to identify modernazation opportunities to impact business performance positively.

People & Team Modernization Services:
We can provide resources to assist with the implementation of Rational technologies to improve time to value and expedite implementation success.
We also are helping clients better manage and improve their software development environments by providing SDLC Health Assessments.  With these services we will assess your software delivery processes and tooling to help you become more efficient and deliver software faster and more economically.
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More ways to get started

Jump-start 
your 

modernization 
projects!

Modern Application Architecture 
for COBOL Developers
Learn how to design and integrate composite 
applications across CICS and WebSphere – 
leveraging existing COBOL processes

EGL Distance Learning
Eight days of training free electronically  - lectures, 
labs, and electronic support

Education Series

Full version software trials
‘Try online’ hosted System z 
and IBM i environments
Hands-on-exercises

Example assets and best practices providing 
low-risk, practical, hands-on path 

to leveraging IBM solutions

System z and IBM i Sandboxes

Learn more at: 
www.ibm.com/rational/modernization

Harness a growing community of business 
partners, customers, and IBM employees

Community Cafés

C/C++ Café
EGL Café
RPG Café

COBOL Café – coming soon

z/OS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Major points:
Enterprise Modernization Sandboxes for System z and IBM i to let you try all IBM modernization solutions in a virtual hosted environment with backend connectivity to mainframe and System i servers
Education series focused on distant learning as well as face to face technical seminar featuring integrated solutions to help you take on all major modernization projects
Community Portal called “Rational Cafes” to provide practitioners, partners and subject matter expertise to interact, exchange and share best practices and solutions scenarios on various modernization challenges and issues.
Three special communities (C/C++, EGL and RPG) are live. More are planned in 2009.  COBOL, PL/I, and others…
You can also visit the www.ibm.com/rational/modernization solution pages to get the latest information on key solution offerings, demos, upcoming events and product announcements.

Speaker notes…

Here are some other ways you can further enhance your knowledge and understanding of solutions that IBM provides to help you get a jump start on your with your Enterprise Modernization projects. 

Our goal is to provide you a quick and easy way to explore, learn and try out our latest solutions and product capabilities without you having to spend a lot of time in downloading, installing and configuring these solutions. 

For example our EM sandboxes offer the fastest way to try out all EM offerings by just signing into our free virtual hosted environments. You will get complete documentation of all the key solutions scenarios, sample code, latest product releases and connectivity to various runtimes such as CICS, IMS, MQ and DB2  etc. You will get a 4 hour window to complete these on-line workshops and there is no limit on number of times you can sign-in. It is offered 24/7 world-wide.  However depending on the # of users logged in, sometimes you will have to return at a later time, because of all the sessions may be taken.

Another way you can get started is by joining our brand new Cafés communities. You will be able to directly interact and blog with our solution provides, partners and subject matter experts. Cafés are one stop source for getting access to all online resources, demos, whitepapers, presentations and sample code and more.

You may also decide to attend one of free live technical seminars across major cities where our highly skilled IT professional, SMEs and partners can walk you through all the major capabilities of our latest products and solutions for Enterprise Modernization.

http://www.ibm.com/rational/modernization
http://www-949.ibm.com/software/rational/cafe/community/ccpp
http://www-949.ibm.com/software/rational/cafe/community/egl
http://www-949.ibm.com/software/rational/cafe/community/rpg
http://www.vm.ibm.com/upgrade/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mandatory IBM Rational standard closing slide to be included in all external presentations.

Learn more links:
IBM Rational software: www.ibm.com/software/rational
Rational launch announcements: www.ibm.com/software/rational/announce/
Rational Software Delivery Platform: www.ibm.com/software/info/developer
Accelerate change and delivery: www.ibm.com/software/rational/offerings/scm.html
Deliver enduring quality: www.ibm.com/software/rational/offerings/testing.html
Enable enterprise modernization: www.ibm.com/software/info/developer/solutions/em/index.jsp
Ensure Web site security and compliance: www.ibm.com/software/rational/offerings/websecurity/
Improve project success: www.ibm.com/software/rational/offerings/lifecycle.html
Manage architecture: www.ibm.com/software/rational/offerings/design.html
Manage evolving requirements: www.ibm.com/software/rational/offerings/irm/
Small and midsized business: www.ibm.com/software/rational/smb/
Targeted solutions: www.ibm.com/software/info/developer/solutions/index.jsp
Rational trial downloads: www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/downloads
Leading Innovation Web site: www.ibm.com/software/rational/leadership
developerWorks Rational: www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational
IBM Rational TV: www.ibm.com/software/info/television/index.jsp?cat=rational&media=video&item=en_us/rational/xml/M259765N40519Z80.xml
IBM Rational Business Partners: www.ibm.com/partnerworld/pwhome.nsf/weblook/index.html
IBM Rational Case Studies: www.ibm.com/software/success/cssdb.nsf/topstoriesFM?OpenForm&Site=rational
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Taking Inventory 
IBM i Application Development Tools & Compilers
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